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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, @ denotes either the real field W or the complex field Cc. For a nonempty 
set X, 2x will denote the family of all nonempty subsets of X. If X and Y are topological spaces 
and T : X + 2y, then the graph of T is the set G(T) := ((2, y) E X x Y : y E T(z)}. 
Let E be a topological vector space over @, F be a vector space over !3 and ( , ) : F x E 4 Cp 
be a bilinear functional. For each ts E E, each nonempty subset A of E and each e > 0, let 
W(zs;e) := {y E F : l(y,zo)1 < e} and U(A;c) := {y E F : sUpzCA I(y,z)l < E}. Let a(F, E) be 
the (weak) topology on F generated by the family {W(z; E) : z E E and E > 0) as a subbase for 
the neighborhood system at 0 and 6(F, E) be the (strong) topology on F generated by the family 
{U(A; e) : A is a nonempty bounded subset ofE and E > 0) as a base for the neighborhood system 
at 0. We note then that F, when equipped with the (weak) topology a(F, E) or the (strong) 
topology b(F, E), becomes a locally convex topological vector space which is not necessarily 
Hausdorff. But if the bilinear functional ( , ) : F x E + @ separates points in F, i.e., for each 
y E F with y # 0, there exists z E E, such that (y,z) # 0, then F also becomes Hausdorff. 
Furthermore, for a net {~~:)~sr in F, and for y E F, 
(i) ya -+ y in a(F, E) if and only if (ya, z) + (y, z) for each z E E, and 
(ii) ya 4 y in S(F, E) if and only if (ya,r) + (y, z) uniformly for 2 E A for each nonempty 
bounded subset A of E. 
Now if X is a nonempty subset of E, then a map T : X --) 2F is called monotone (with 
respect to the bilinear functional ( , )) if for each z, y E X, each u E T(z) and each w E T(y), 
%(w - U, y - z) 2 0. Note that when F = E’, the vector space of all continuous linear functionals 
on E and ( , ) is the usual pairing between E’ and E, the monotonicity notion coincides with 
the usual definition (see, e.g., [l, p. 791). Note also that T : X -+ 2F is monotone if and 
only if its graph G(T) is a monotone subset of X x F; i.e., for all (51, yr), (22, yz) E G(T), 
WY2 - Yl,Z2 - 21) > 0. 
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Let E be a topological vector space over @ and X be a nonempty subset of E. Then X is a 
cone in E if X is convex and XX c X, for all X 2 0. If X is a cone in E, F is a vector space 
over Cp and ( , ) : F x E -+ Cp is a bilinear functional, then 2 = {w E F : ?J?(w,z) 1 0, for all 
z E X} is also a cone in F, called the dual cone of X (with respect to ( , )). 
Let X be a topological space, such that X = Ur!lCn where {Cn}FZ1 is an increasing sequence 
of nonempty compact subsets of X. Then a sequence {z~}?_~ in X is said to be escaping from X 
relative to {C,}r,l [2, p. 341 if for each n E N, there exists m E N, such that xk $ C,, for all 
Ic > m. 
By modifying the proof of Theorem 2 of Shih and Tan in [3, pp. 69-701 and by Kneser’s minimax 
theorem in [4, pp. 2418-24201 (see also [5, pp. 40-411) we can similarly verify the following result 
whose proof is omitted. 
THEOREM A. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space over Q’, X be a 
nonempty compact convex subset of E and F be a vector space over a. Let ( , ) : F x E + Cp be 
a bilinear functional, such that for each f E F, the map x H (f, x) is continuous on X. Equip F 
with the strong topology S(F, E). Suppose that 
(a) S : X + 2x is a continuous map, such that S(x) is closed convex for each x E X; 
(b) M: X 4 2 F is monotone (with respect to ( , )) and lower semicontinuous from the relative 
topology on X to the strong topology S(F, E) on F; 
(c) T : X --) 2 F is an upper semicontinuous map from the relative topology on X to the 
strong topology S(F, E) on F, such that T(x) is strongly compact for each x E X; 
(d) h : X --) R is convex and continuous. 
Then there exists a point 6 E X, such that 
(i) jj E S(c) and 
(ii) inf,,T(g) !R(f - w,jj - x) 1. h(x) - h(d), for all z E S(g) and for all f E M(c). 
If M(G) and T(e) are also convex, then 
(ii)’ there exists 6 E T(G), such that !l?(f - ti,jj - x) 5 h(x) - h(c), for all x E S(jj) and for 
all f E M(i). 
Moreover, if S(x) = X, for all x E X, E is not required to be locally convex. 
When F = E* and ( , ) is the usual pairing between E* and E, by taking M = 0 and 
replacing T by -T, Theorem A reduces to the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space and X be a non- 
empty compact convex subset of E. Let S : X + 2x be continuous, such that S(x) is closed 
convex for each x E X, let T : X 4 2E’ be upper semicontinuous from the relative topology 
on X to the strong topology of E*, such that T(x) is strongly compact for each x E X; and let 
h : X + R be convex and continuous. Then there exists 6 E X, such that 
(1) G E S(6) and 
(2) inf,eT(g) ZR(w, jj - Z) I h(z) - h(c), for all x E S(c). 
Moreover, if T(S) is also convex, then 
(2)’ there exists ti E T(g), such that !J?(2;,$ - Z) 5 h(x) - h(c), for all x E S(g). 
When h = 0 and each T(x) is also convex, the above result was observed by Kim [6] which is 
an improvement of Theorem 4 of Shih and Tan [7, pp. 341-3421. 
In this paper, we shall apply Theorem A together with the concept of escaping sequences 
to obtain an existence theorem on generalized bi-quasi-variational inequalities in noncompact 
settings. As an application, an existence theorem on generalized bi-complementarity problem is 
given. 
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2. GENERALIZED BI-QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
We shall now establish our main result as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space over @‘, X be a 
nonempty (convex) subset of E, such that X = U~&cn, where {Cn}~!l is an increasing sequence 
of nonempty compact convex subsets of X and F be a vector space over a. Let ( , ) : F x E -+ Q 
be a bilinear functional, such that ( , ) separates points in F and the map x H (f, x) is continuous 






S : X --+ 2x is a continuous map, such that 
(a) for each x E X, S(x) is a closed convex subset of X and 
(b) for each n E N, S(x) c C,, for all z E Cn; 
M:X--+2 F is monotone (with respect to ( , )) and lower semicontinuous from the relative 
topology on X to the strong topology S(F, E) on F, such that each M(x) is convex; 
T : X -+ 2F is upper semicontinuous from the relative topology on X to the strong 
topology S( F, E) on F, such that each T(x) is a strongly compact convex subset of F; 
h : X --+ II% is convex and continuous; 
for each sequence {yn}r?r in X, with yn E C, for each n E N, which is escaping from X 
relative to {Cn}~?l, either there exists no E N, such that yno $ S(ynO) or there exist 
no E N, xnO E S(Y,,) and fn, E M(Y~,,), such that 
wEy;; ) 9 (fno - WY Yno -xn,)+h(yno)-h(x,,)>O. 
-0 
Then there exists a point jj E X, such that 
(i) jj E S(e) and 
(ii) there exists a point ti E T(c) with !J?(f - 6, jj - x) 5 h(x) - h(e), for all x E S(g) and for 
all f E M(c). 
Moreover, if S(x) = X, for all x E X, E is not required to be locally convex. 
PROOF. Fix an arbitrary n E N. Note that C, is a nonempty compact convex subset of E. 
Define S, : C, 4 2cn, h, : C, --+ JR and M,,T, : C, --+ 2F by L&(x) = S(x), h,(x) = h(x), 
M,(x) = M(x) and T,(x) = T( ) f x or each x E Cn; i.e., S, = SIC,, h, = hlc,,, M,, = Mlc,, and 
T, = Tic,,. By Theorem A, there exists a point jjn E C,, such that 
(i)’ & E S,(&) and 
(ii)’ there exists a point ti, E T@,) = T,(&) with ZR(f - ti,,& - x) 5 h(x) - h(&), for all 
x E Sn(&) and for all f E M,(&). 
Note that {&}F!r is a sequence in X = Ur!lCn with &, E C, for each n E N. 
CASE 1. {&}Fzl is escaping from X relative to {Cn}~=r. 
Then by (5), th ere exists no E N, such that cnO $ S(&,) = Sn,(&,), which contradicts (i)‘, 
or there exist no E N, x,, E S($,,) = Sn,(&,) and fn, E M(&,) = M,O(&,), such that 
min,eT(r7,,) %fn, - w, en, - xn,) + h(&) - h(xno) > 0, which contradicts (ii)‘. 
CASE 2. {$n}r!l is not escaping from X relative to {&}r=r. 
Then there exist nr E N and a subsequence {&}$Yr of {y~}~._r, such that & E C,, , for all 
j = 1,2,.... Since C,, is compact, there exist a subnet {&}aer of {&}~r and 6 E C,, c X, 
such that i, 4 $. For each CY E r, let i, = &,, where n, 4 00. Then according to our choice 
of &, in C,_, we have 
(i)” 
(ii)” thereexistsapoint 2ir,_ E T,_(&,) = T(&,_) with !R(f-I&,,&,,-x)+h(&_)-h(x) 5 0, 
for all x E &a (iIn,) = S(k), and for all f E M,u(&,u) = M(cnp). Since n, -+ co, 
there exists CYO E r, such that n, 2 nr, for all o 2 (~0. Thus, C,, c C,,, for all cy 1 eye. 
From (i)” above we have (&, , &, ) E G(S), for all (Y E I?. Since S is upper semicontinuous 
with closed values, G(S) is closed in X x X; it follows that 6 E S(g). 
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Also, since {r&},z,, is a net in U,EC_ T(z) which is compact, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that the net {z&},er converges to some 6 E UZe~,,,T(z). Since T has a closed 
graph, ti E T(G). 
Let x E S(g) and f E M(S) b e arbitrarily fixed. Let n2 2 n1 be, such that x E C,,. Since 
S and M are lower semicontinuous at $, without loss of generality we may assume that for 
each (Y E F, there are x,,_ E S(&,) and fn, E M(&), such that x,_ + x and fn, + f, 
respectively. By (ii)” we have, %(fn, - I&,,@,_ - x,_) + h(&_) - h(x,_) < 0, for all (Y E r. 
Note that fn, - G,, -+ f - ti in S(F, E) and {a, - ~,~},er is a net in the compact (and hence, 
bounded) set C,, - U,EC,~ S(Y). Th us, we have for each e > 0, there exists or 2 ~0, such that 
IWn, -6% -(f--2ir),$,u-x,o)l < e/2, for allcr 2 err. Since (f-73,&-2,_) + (f-6,6-x), 
there exists ~2 2 ~1, such that [!J?(f - ti,&, - z,_) - !R(_f - S,$ - x)1 < e/2, for all CY 2 oz. 
Thus, for Q 2 CQ, 
1~2(fn, -&m>cLa -%,)-~((f-~,~-41 
I I~(fn, - %zlo -(f-2i)),Bn,-xn,)i+I~(f-~,~~~-x,~-(g-x))1<~+~=E. 
Thus, lim, !J3(fn, - G&, , &, - x,,) = %(f - ti, i - x). By continuity of h, we have 
COROLLARY 2. Let (E, 11. II) b e a reflexive Banach space, X be a nonempty closed convex subset 
of E and F be a vector space over a,. Let ( , ) : F x E + Q, be a bilinear functional, such that 
( , ) separates points in F and the map x I-+ (f, x) is continuous on X for each f E F. Equip F 
with the strong topology S(F, E). Let S : X -+ 2x be weakly continuous, such that S(x) is 
closed convex for each x E X, let M : X + 2F be monotone (with respect to ( , )) and lower 
semicontinuous from the relative weak topology on X to the strong topology S(F, E) on F, such 
that M(x) is convex for each x E X and let T : X --+ 2F be upper semicontinuous from the 
relative weak topology on X to the strong topology 6(F, E) on F, such that T(x) is a strongly 
compact convex subset of F for each x E X. Suppose that h : X -+ R is convex and weakly 
continuous. Suppose further that 
(1) there exists an increasing sequence {T,}~=~ of positive numbers with T, -+ co, such that 
S(x) c C, for each x E C, and each n E N where C, = {x E X : /lx// 5 m}; 
(2) for each sequence {yn}r!l in X, with llynll -+ m, there either exists no E N, such 
that yno 6 S(yno) or there exist no E N, x,, E S(ynO) and fnO E M(ynO), such that 
minWeT(y,O) WfnO - w, yny,, -G,) + h(yJ - h(x,,) > 0. 
Then there exists 6 E X, such that 
(al) D E S(y) and 
(bl) there exists a point ti E T(Q) with ‘iR(f - 2ir,$ - x) 5 h(x) - h(e), for all 2 E S(c) and for 
all f E M(c). 
PROOF. Equip E with the weak topology. Then C, is weakly compact convex for each n E N, 
such that X = UF!,C,. Now if {y,,}r& is a sequence in X, with yn E C, for each n = 1,2,. . . , 
which is escaping from X relative to {Cn}r!p=l, then llynll -+ 00. By hypothesis (2), either there 
exists no E N, such that yno 61 S(y,,) or there exist no E N, x,, E S(y,,) and fn, E M(ynO), such 
that minueT(y,,) %(fnO -w, ynlno - xnO) + h(yn,,) - h(xn,,) > 0. Thus, all hypotheses of Theorem 1 
are satisfied so that the conclusion follows. I 
By taking M c 0 and replacing T by -T in Theorem 1, we obtain the following noncompact 
generalization of Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space over 9, X be a 
nonempty (convex) subset of E, such that X = U~!rCn, where {Cn}~o=l is an increasing sequence 
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of nonempty compact convex subsets of X and F be a vector space over Cp. Let ( , ) : F x E + Q 
be a bilinear functional, such that ( , ) separates points in F, and the map x H (f, x) is continuous 
on X for each f E F. Equip F with the strong topology 6(F, E). Suppose that 
(1) S : X + 2x is a continuous map, such that 
(a) for each z E X, S(z) is a closed convex subset of X, and 
(b) for each n E N, S(z) c C,, for all x E Cn; 
(2) T : X --) 2 F is upper semicontinuous from the relative topology on X to the strong 
topology S( F, E) on F, such that T(x) is a strongly compact convex subset of F for each 
x E x; 
(3) h : X + W is convex and continuous; 
(4) for each sequence {yn}~=l in X, with yn E C, for ea& n E N, which is escaping from X 
relative to {Cn}r=l, either there exists ne E N, such that ynO @ S(y,,,) or there exist 
no E N and x,, E S(ynO), such that m&,,er(y,O) R(w, llnO - zno) + h(ynO) - h(z,,) > 0. 
Then there exists a point y E X, such that 
(i) y E S(y) and 
(ii) there exists a point 2ir E T(c) with %(G,y - x) I h(x) - h(c), for all x E S(y). 
Moreover, if S(x) = X, for all 2 E X, E is not required to be JocaJJy convex. 
For other noncompact generalizations of Corollary 1, we refer to Yuan [8]. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
The result observed by S. C. Fang (e.g., see [9, p. 213; 10, p. 591) can be modified below whose 
simple proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a cone in a Hausdorff topological vector space E over G and F be a vector 
space over a,. Let ( , ) : F x E + Cp be a bilinear functional. Let M, T : X + 2F. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(a) There exist 6 E X and zi7 E T(g), such that 
%((f-ti,y-x) 50, for aJJ x E X and for aJJ f E M (6) . 
(b) There exist y E X and 3 E T(e), such that 
?R((f-s,y)=o and f-ti~j7, for all f E M (6) . 
When X is a cone in E, h = 0 and S(x) = X, for all z E X, by applying Lemma 1 and The- 
orem 1, we have immediately the following existence theorem of generalized bi-complementarity 
problem. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space over a, X be a cone in E, such that 
X = U~~,C,, where {Cn}~=l is an increasing sequence of nonempty compact convex subsets 
of X and F be a vector space over ip. Let ( , ) : F x E --) @ be a bilinear functional, such that 
( , ) separates points in F and the map x H (f, x) is continuous on X for each f E F. Equip F 
with the strong topology S(F, E). Suppose that 
(1) M : X + 2F is monotone (with respect to ( , )) and lower semicontinuous from the relative 
(2) 
(3) 
topology on X to the strong topology 6(F, E) on F, such that M(x) is convex for each 
2 E x; 
T : X + 2F is upper semicontinuous from the relative topology on X to the strong 
topology S(F, E) on F, such that T(x) is a strongly compact convex subset of F for each 
x E x; 
for each sequence {yn}FcI in X, with y,, E C,, for each n E N, which is escaping 
from X relative to {Cn}~=l, there exist no E W, x,, E X and f,.,, E M(Y,~), such 
that miny~T(y,,o) WA, - w gnO - G,) > 0. 
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Then there exists a point $j E X and a point ti E T(G), such that 
%(f-?3,$) =o and ~-GE_?, for all f E it4 @) . 
COROLLARY 4. Let (E, 11 . 11) b e a reflexive Banach space, X be a closed cone in E and F be 
a vector space over a. Let ( , ) : F x E -+ @ be a bilinear functional, such that ( , ) separates 
points in F and the map x ++ (f, x) is continuous on X for each f E F. Equip F with the strong 
topology 6(F, E). Let M : X + 2F be monotone ( with respect to ( , )) and lower semicontinuous 
from the relative weak topology on X to the strong topology 6(F, E) on F, such that M(X) 
is convex for each x E X and T : X -+ 2 F be upper semicontinuous from the relative weak 
topology on X to the strong topology 6( F, E) on F, such that T(x) is a strongly compact convex 
subset of F for each x E X. Let {T~}~& be an increasing sequence of positive numbers with 
T, -+ cm and C, = {x E X : ~~x~~ < TV} f or each n E N. Suppose that for each sequence 
(~~1% in X, with IIY~II + co, there exist no E N, x,, E X and fn, E M(ymO), such that 
minwErr(yn,) Wn, - w,ynO - xnO) > 0. Then there exist b E X and Q E T(jj), such that 
!J?(f - 8, jj) = 0 and f - ti E 2, for all f E M(i). 
PROOF. Equip E with the weak topology. Then C, is weakly compact convex for each n E N, 
such that X = l&C&. Now if {Y~}:!~ is a sequence in X, with yn E C, for each n = 1,2,. . . , 
which is escaping from X relative to { Cn}~=I, then Ilyn II -+ KL Hence, by hypothesis, there exist 
no E N, x,, E X and fn, E M(ynO), such that 
$$;; ) 92 (fn, - ‘w, Yna - xn,) > 0. 
no 
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